Abstract Extreme midlatitude cyclone characteristics, precipitation, wind speed events, their inter-relationships, and the connection to large-scale atmospheric patterns are investigated in simulations of a prolonged cold period, known as the Maunder Minimum from 1640 to 1715 and compared with today. An ensemble of six simulations for the Maunder Minimum as well as a control simulation for perpetual 1990 conditions are carried out with a coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model, i.e., the Climate Community System Model (CCSM). The comparison of the simulations shows that in a climate state colder than today the occurrence of cyclones, the extreme events of precipitation and wind speed shift southward in all seasons in the North Atlantic and the North Pacific. The extremes of cyclone intensity increases significantly in winter in almost all regions, which is related to a stronger meridional temperature gradient and an increase in lower tropospheric baroclinicity. Extremes of cyclone intensity in subregions of the North Atlantic are related to extremes in precipitation and in wind speed during winter. Moreover, extremes of cyclone intensity are also connected to distinct large-scale atmospheric patterns for the different subregions, but these relationships vanish during summer. Analyzing the mean 1,000 hPa geopotential height change of the Maunder Minimum simulations compared with the control simulation, we find a similar pattern as the correlation pattern with the cyclone intensity index of the southern Europe cyclones. This illustrates that changes in the atmospheric high-frequency, i.e., the simulated southward shift of cyclones in the North Atlantic and the related increase of extreme precipitation and wind speed in particular in the Mediterranean in winter, are associated with large-scale atmospheric circulation changes.
Introduction
Climate mean has an imprint on society, but the society's sensitivity to climate extremes might be even more severe (Katz and Brown 1992) . Destructive storms, like Lothar travelling over central Europe in December 1999, and flooding events, such as that of the river system Elbe in 2002 and the flooding of central Switzerland in 2005 show this in an arlarming manner. This series of extremes in the last decade has to be placed in a long-term perspective. As a further example of the past, the coastline of Germany underwent dramatic changes. The first ''Marcellus flood'' or ''grosse Manndrenke'' (the great man's drowning) in 1362 caused big land losses and the rich city Rungholt disappeared in the flooding. The second ''grosse Manndrenke'' (1634) changed the landscape primarily to the current coastline (Arends 1833) . Another flooding in 1717, known as the ''Christmas flooding'', affected the entire coastline from the Netherlands up to Denmark with a loss of 12,000 human lives (Jakubowski-Tiessen 1992) . Moreover, a proxy for storminess in winter shows that during the so-called ''Little Ice Age'' from the fourteenth to the nineteeth century more severe storms traveled over southern Scandinavia than today (Bjö rck and Clemmensen 2004; De Jong et al. 2006) . Therefore, the analysis of extremes comes more and more to the fore in climate research (Meehl et al. 2000) .
Simulations with coupled general circulation models (GCMs) are a possibility to investigate extremes in the past, where no detailed observations exist. Moreover, GCM simulations have the advantage to generate several possible climate evolutions, leading to a great number of data, which is necessary to statistically analyze extremes. Previous studies demonstrate this ability mainly for scenario simulations. Recently, Schaeffer et al. (2005) showed in a modelling study of future projections for the A1B scenario (IPCC 2001) that changes in extreme temperature events could be even larger than expected on the basis of changes of the mean.
Besides temperature extremes, extreme weather events, such as storms, are one focus of climate research. Analyzing time slice experiments for present day and 2 · CO 2 , Beersma et al. (1997) found little impact on the storminess due to doubling of CO 2 . Similar to this study, Zwiers (2000, 2005) again found little change in storminess and a small reduction of extreme wind speed in the North Atlantic region in an ensemble of coupled GCM simulations, but overall an increase in extreme precipitation almost everywhere on the globe. In contrast to this, some studies show an intensification of the midlatitude storms (Knippert et al. 2000; Leckebusch and Ulbrich 2004) . These authors relate the increase of cyclone intensity to enhanced upper tropospheric baroclinicity. Recently, Fischer-Bruns et al. (2005) analyzed several multi-century preindustrial GCM simulations for the last millennium (Gonzá lez-Rouco et al. 2003; Zorita et al. 2004) , concluding that the natural variability of storm activity is not related to solar, volcanic, and greenhouse gas (GHG) forcing nor to cold climate states, like the Maunder Minimum. But they found that in climate change experiments the storm frequency parallels the temperature increase, being in contrast to Kharin and Zwiers (2000) , but resembling findings from, e.g., Leckebusch and Ulbrich (2004) .
One test-bed to place recent modelling results concerning storminess in a long-term perspective is the ''Little Ice Age'', which spans the period from the fourteenth to the nineteenth centuries of colder conditions than today for the North-Atlantic-European region (Bradley and Jones 1993; Broecker 2000) . The global extent of the ''Little Ice Age'' is still under debate (Bradley et al. 2003; Jones and Mann 2004) . Embedded in this period is the so-called Maunder Minimum (1640-1715), defined by a period of reduced solar activity and a series of volcanic eruptions. The Maunder Minimum was subject to a number of studies. Temperature reconstructions show that the Maunder Minimum is a distinct and prolonged colder period on hemispheric scales than today (Jones et al. 1998; Mann et al. 1999; Esper et al. 2002) . In modelling studies, Shindell et al. (2001) and Rind et al. (2004) showed that on regional scales the cooling is quite large, which could be traced back to a negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). This phase shift was confirmed by reconstructions (Luterbacher et al. 2001 (Luterbacher et al. , 2002 . Casty et al. (2005b) and Raible et al. (2006) found in reconstructions an atmospheric regime shift to a more meridional atmospheric circulation, based on early measurements and documentary data. Moreover, there is evidence from documentary and proxy data that Maunder Minimum winters were wetter in southern Europe . Thus, our study focuses on simulated extremes of cyclone intensity, precipitation, and wind speed and their relationship to large-scale atmospheric patterns, comparing the Maunder Minimum with today. This gives us the possibility to relate our results with ''observational'' evidence, i.e., climate reconstructions. Therefore, we performed an ensemble of six Maunder Minimum simulations and a present day control simulation (Yoshimori et al. 2005 (Yoshimori et al. , 2006 , utilizing the Community Climate System Model (CCSM, Kiehl and Gent 2004) . We will address the following questions:
• How do simulated mean characteristics of cyclones differ under colder climate conditions (Maunder Minimum) from today? • Do extremes in cyclone intensity, precipitation, and wind speed change? • Do extremes in cyclone intensity affect extremes in precipitation, and wind speed and, if so, was this relationship robust in the Maunder Minimum and today?
The outline of the paper is as followed: Sect. 2 introduces the model, the simulations, and analysis techniques. Then, cyclones are characterized by their mean cyclone density and their extreme intensity in Sect. 3. Extremes in precipitation and wind speed and their relationship to the extremes in intensity of cyclones are shown in Sect. 4. Finally, the results are summarized and conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
Data and analysis techniques

Model and experimental setup
To investigate the extremes of the Maunder Minimum, we use the CCSM version 2.0.1 developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (Kiehl and Gent 2004) . The model consists of atmosphere, ocean, land surface, and sea ice components, coupled without flux corrections. We used the so-called paleo-resolution of the model, i.e., the atmospheric component with a horizontal resolution of T31 (approximately 3.75°· 3.75°) with 26 r-pressure vertical levels up to 2.6 hPa. The land component has the same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere. For the ocean the horizontal resolution is on average 3.6°and 1.8°in longitude and latitude. Vertically, 25 levels are used in the ocean model. The sea ice component is a dynamic-thermodynamic model, employing a subgrid-scale ice thickness distribution and elastic-viscous-plastic dynamics (Briegleb et al. 2004) . It shares the horizontal resolution as the ocean component.
An ensemble of six transient Maunder Minimum simulations and a steady control simulation are carried out; details are given in Yoshimori et al. (2005 Yoshimori et al. ( , 2006 . For the control simulation (CTRL) perpetual 1990 forcing is applied and 152 model years are used for the analysis. For the transient Maunder Minimum (TMM) simulations, a time-varying forcing from 1640 to 1715, which includes the effect of solar activity and major volcanic eruptions, is applied. The volcanic forcing data are based on Crowley (2000) ; the solar forcing uses the data of Crowley (2000) , scaled to the Maunder Minimum value in Lean et al. (1995) . Both forcings are crudely represented as changes in total solar irradiance (hereafter TSI). The representation of the volcanic forcing in terms of TSI leads to uncertainties in the midand high-latitude winter responses of atmosphere modes. In particular, the role of the stratospheric ozone and the effect of volcanic aerosols, inducing a low-latitude stratospheric warming and positive annular mode in winters following an eruption (Haigh 1994; Shindell et al. 1999 Shindell et al. , 2001 , are not included. The model simulations, however, show a similar, but weaker response of the annular mode in winter, but due to different reasons (Yoshimori et al. 2005) . GHG concentrations are fixed at the level of 1640. For the six TMM ensemble members slightly different initial conditions are used from a perpetual 1640 simulation. More than 85% of the radiative forcing between the perpetual 1640 and 1990 CTRL simulations are due to GHG changes. Since the effect of time-varying forcing from 1640 to 1715 on the following results are much smaller than the effect of forcing between perpetual 1640 and 1990 CTRL, it is safe to assume that the difference (between TMM and 1990 CTRL) reflects primarily changes in GHG forcing and only to a smaller part changes in reduced solar and volcanic activity.
Due to the coarse resolution of the model the mean climate state of the CTRL and the TMM simulations shows some systematic deviations in the midlatitudes. The meridional overturning circulation (MOC) is in all simulations unrealistically weak (~8 Sv). As a consequence the North Atlantic Drift as the northward extension of the Gulf Stream does not extend as far north as in observations and the sea ice edge of the North Atlantic is simulated too far south in the CTRL simulation. While simulated Atlantic thermohaline circulation is weak, the strength of wind-driven component of the subtropical gyre circulation in the North Atlantic is realistically reproduced. The maximum value of Sverdrup transport stream function is slightly larger than 30 Sv which is in good agreement with estimates based on observations (Bö ning et al. 1991; Wajsowicz 2002) . Because of the fact that the MOC shows no changes between the CTRL and the TMM simulations, these systematic deviations are thought to be of minor relevance to the result of this study. Still, we have confidence in the simulations as Yoshimori et al. (2005) showed that the low-frequency temperature variations on a hemispheric scale agree with reconstructions (Jones et al. 1998; Mann et al. 1999) . The simulations exhibit also a clear response to volcanic eruptions with positive North Atlantic Oscillation indices two years after eruptions. Again, this finding is resembled by proxy-based field reconstructions (Fischer et al. personal communication, Nov 2005) . Despite this response to the volcanic forcing, the mean pressure behavior over the Maunder Minimum shows negative NAO indices in the TMM ensemble members, ranging from -0.17 to -0.44 [defined as in Hurrell (1995) , but using the mean of 4 grid points of the 1,000 hPa geopotential height field nearby Iceland and the Azores]. This is in agreement with reconstructed NAO indices of -0.13 and -0.19 (Luterbacher et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2002) , comparing the Maunder Minimum with the period 1950-2001. Additionally, the TMM simulations show a qualitatively similar response of the mean salinity changes in the tropical Pacific (Yoshimori et al. 2005) , which were recorded in corals (Hendy et al. 2002) .
Analysis methods
To characterize midlatitude cyclones, a tracking scheme is used. Low pressure systems are identified as minima of the 1,000 hPa geopotential height (halfdaily data) within a neighborhood of eight grid points. To neglect weak and unrealistic minima, a mean gradient of at least 20 gpm/1,000 km in a 1,000 km neighborhood is required. Furthermore, we require a minimum life-time of one day, and a minimum gradient of 30 gpm/1,000 km must be exceeded at least once during the life-cycle of the considered cyclone. The minima are then connected to cyclone trajectories by a next-neighborhood search within 1,000 km. The cyclone density is defined as the occurrences per total number of observation times and area (1,000 2 km 2 ), but note that it does not include information about the strength of the cyclones. A minimum life-time of one day also guarantees that the life-cycle of a cyclone is included, that is, a deepening phase after the first occurrence, peaking after 48 hours in the mean, and a decline phase, where the cyclone is filled. The intensity of a cyclone is determined by the mean gradient of the 1,000 hPa geopotential height around a detected minimum over 1,000 km for a certain time step. Note that the choice of the gradient is superior to other measures, e.g., central pressure, because the gradient is independent of the latitude. More details can be found in Blender et al. (1997) and Raible and Blender (2004) .
To characterize extremes, the 90 percentile of the distribution of the cyclone intensity is estimated for all seasons and regions ( Fig. 1) , utilizing half-daily data. For example, the distribution of the mean gradient for one winter is estimated from~900 values of cyclone gradients in the North Atlantic. Note that~130 cyclones with an mean life-time of~7 time steps (~80 h) are found. The smaller the region, the less values are available to estimate the 90 percentile values, resulting in~160 values over Europe for one winter. For wind speed and precipitation, we estimate the distribution and its 90 percentile values from daily data.
The relation between the extreme cyclone intensity and the extreme behavior of precipitation and wind speed is illustrated by a correlation analysis. Therefore, we define indices of extreme cyclone intensity for all seasons [December-February (DJF); March-May (MAM); June-August (JJA); September-November (SON)] and in five different regions: North Atlantic, North Pacific, Europe, northern Europe, and southern Europe (Fig. 1) .
The CTRL and TMM simulations are compared by showing differences TMM-CTRL. To test, if these differences are statistically significant at a level of 5%, the Student's t test or ''Difference of Means Test'' is applied. The means are estimated from the six TMM ensemble members and two independent CTRL phases of 76 years (from the 152 model years of the CTRL. Note also, that agreements and differences between the CTRL and reanalysis data (ERA-40, Simmons and Gibson 2000) are discussed.
Mean and extreme cyclone characteristics
Cyclones are characterized by two measures: the mean cyclone density and the cyclone intensity. The cyclone density of the CTRL resembles the observed patterns for all seasons (Fig. 2) . In all seasons, two major cyclone track regions are found in the North Pacific and the North Atlantic with maxima near Kamchatka, the Aleutians, Newfoundland, and between Iceland and Scandinavia. The observed maximum over the Mediterranean as well as the absolute number of cyclones are underestimated in the CTRL simulation, due to the coarse model resolution (Blender and Schubert 2000) . The seasonality of the cyclone density is reasonably reproduced as illustrated by the differences between winter and all other seasons, respectively. In spring, the cyclone density is increased in the genesis regions near Kamchatka and Newfoundland (Fig. 2b) . The cyclone density shifts northwards in summer (Fig. 2c ) compared with winter resembling observations (Sickmö ller . This behavior is also found in autumn (Fig. 2d) , but less pronounced, again resembling the observations.
The difference between the ensemble mean of the TMM and the CTRL shows significant changes in both major cyclone track areas (Fig. 3) . In the North Pacific, a southward shift of the tail end of the cyclone track is found in winter (Fig. 3a) and less pronounced in the spring (Fig. 3b) and autumn (Fig. 3d) . In summer, the North Pacific cyclone track is increased in its maximum areas (Fig. 3c) , i.e., near Kamchatka and the Aleutians. In the North Atlantic, changes are stronger than in the North Pacific throughout the seasons. A reduction of cyclones is found north of 55°N and the number of cyclones increases south of 50°N in particular over Europe in all seasons and over the Mediterranean mainly in winter (Fig. 3a) . Thus, cyclones are significantly redistributed in the Maunder Minimum compared with the CTRL, representing mean 1990 conditions. For Europe, this is in agreement with Luterbacher et al. (2001) who suggested a more southerly position of the mean polar front axes, which is connected with a negative NAO phase.
Cyclones are not only characterized by their frequency of occurrence (density), but also by their intensity, here measured by the mean gradient around a detected minimum. To focus on extremes, distributions of the cyclone intensity indices (defined in Sect. 2.2) are estimated. To illustrate this with an example, we show the histogram of the modeled 90 percentile mean gradients of cyclones in northern Europe for winter (Fig. 4) . Compared with observations the model simulation exhibits weaker extremes of intensity because of the coarse resolution of the model (Blender and Schubert 2000) . Figure 4 shows a clear shift to stronger gradients for northern Europe in the Maunder Minimum. The difference of mean of the distributions (TMM-CTRL) significantly changes by +3.9 gpm/ (1,000 km). To illustrate the changes in the other regions and seasons in a comprehensive way, these mean differences are given in Table 1 . Note, that using the median will not change the results. For all seasons and regions, a positive difference is found, i.e., the extreme cyclones intensify in the Maunder Minimum versus present day conditions. In winter the changes are significant at a level of 5% for all regions, except the North Pacific. The spring shows no significant changes, whereas summer exhibits significant changes in the North Atlantic and Europe. In autumn a significant intensification is found in the North Atlantic, southern Europe, and the Pacific, respectively. Note also that nearly all significant changes (using a Student's t test) are confirmed by the fact that all individual changes between a certain ensemble member of TMM and the CTRL are positive. One unexpected result is that, even though less cyclones are found in northern Europe, the intensity of the remaining extreme cyclones is increased. One reason for this could be that the simulated meridional temperature gradient in the TMM simulations is increased particularly in the North Atlantic region, where sea ice extends further south (illustrated by the winter temperature difference between TMM and CTRL in Fig. 5 ). This has a direct impact on the baroclinicity defined by the maximum Eady growth rate r BI (Eady 1949; Lindzen and Farrell 1980; Lunkeit et al. 1998 ) at different levels ( Fig. 6 ) with
where g is the gravitational acceleration at sea level and h the potential temperature. Below 500 hPa a significant increase of the maximum Eady growth rate is found over central Europe and the Mediterranean and a strong reduction of baroclinicity over the area, where sea ice extends further south (between Scandinavia and Greenland). This is illustrated by the maximum Eady growth rate at 700 hPa (Fig. 6a) . The upper tropospheric baroclinicity in 300 hPa is decreased except for a band between 45°N and 60°N in the North Atlantic European area and the North Pacific (Fig. 6b) . Thus, the change of cyclone intensity seems to be related to the lower tropospheric baroclinicity and not the upper tropospheric baroclinicity. Another possible important contribution, in generating intense cyclones, is the diabatic component of cyclones. The difference in latent heat flux between TMM and CTRL exhibits a reduction in the cyclone genesis regions close to Newfoundland, over areas where the sea ice extends further south, and over the continents (not shown). In the center area of storm activity (between Greenland and the British Islands), however, a significant increase of latent heat flux is simulated. This increase could contribute to the intensification of the cyclones in the Maunder Minimum in the Atlantic. But the contribution of the diabatic component seems to be small, because of the rather small increase and the strong reduction over the cyclone genesis regions. These changes of extremes in cyclone intensity should have implications on other climate relevant variables, e.g., extremes in precipitation and wind speed, which will be the focus in the next section.
Implications for extreme precipitation, wind speed events and large-scale patterns
In a first step the extreme behavior of precipitation and wind speed is analyzed. Both might be influenced by extremely strong cyclones. Therefore, we estimate the 90 percentile at each grid point of precipitation and wind speed fields, utilizing half-daily and daily data from the model, respectively. Comparing the TMM with the CTRL, this pattern of extremes in precipitation decreases in the polar region, whereas an increase of extreme precipitation events south of~45°N is found (Fig. 7) . This is pronounced during winter (Fig. 7a) , spring (Fig. 7b) , and autumn ( Fig. 7d ) and appears to be of coherent spatial extent as the cyclone density (Fig. 7a, b, d) . In summer the reduction of extreme precipitation is shifted northward (Fig. 7c ) and the pattern is in general not so distinct as in winter. This again is consistent with the spatial changes of the cyclone density (Fig. 3c) . The 90 percentile of daily wind speed mainly shows significant changes in winter (Fig. 8a) and summer ( Fig. 8c) with an increase of extreme wind speeds in the Mediterranean in winter and in a band from 20 to 35°N over the oceans in summer. Again, one part of the changes seems to be related to the southward shift of the cyclone track. In spring (Fig. 8b) and autumn ( Fig. 8d ) changes in the extreme wind speed exhibit similar patterns as in winter, but these patterns are not significant. Secondly, a correlation analysis is applied to the simulations to investigate the relationship between extreme cyclone intensity and extreme precipitation and wind speed in more detail. As the major changes occur during winter in the Atlantic region and the strongest seasonal signals occur in summer to winter comparisons, we focus on winter and summer for North Atlantic, northern, and southern Europe. Moreover, it turned out that the correlation patterns are unchanged in the TMM simulations compared with the CTRL, so the linear connections in the atmosphere between cyclones and atmospheric patterns seem to be independent of the mean climate. Thus we only present results of the CTRL.
The correlation between the extreme cyclone intensity index (90 percentile defined in Sect. 2.2) of the regions (North Atlantic, northern, and southern Europe) and the extreme precipitation and wind speed show remarkable patterns for DJF (Fig. 9) . The correlation with the North Atlantic and northern Europe cyclone intensity index (Fig. 9a, c ) exhibits a structure with increased extreme precipitation over the British Isles to Scandinavia and a decrease of extreme precipitation over southern Greenland and the Mediterranean, if the index is in its positive phase. Associated with this precipitation behavior, the pattern of extreme wind speed shows a strong increase over the central North Atlantic to the British Isles and a decrease over the Mediterranean (Fig. 9b, d ). These simulated correlation patterns resemble the observation, using reanalysis data. The correlation patterns of the southern Europe cyclone intensity index behave differently (Fig. 9e, f) . There, extreme precipitation is decreased between Iceland and Scandinavia, whereas it is increased over central Europe and the Mediterranean (Fig. 9e) . The extreme wind speed shows a pronounced increase over the Mediterranean for the positive phase of the southern Europe cyclone intensity index (Fig. 9f) . Note that the relationship between the southern Europe cyclone intensity index and extreme precipitation is not so clear in observations, whereas the extreme wind speed correlation pattern is similar to the observation. The winter relationships break down in summer, which is in agreement with observations.
Another open question is how these cyclone intensity indices are related to large-scale atmospheric patterns and the mean surface temperature? Therefore, the cyclone intensity indices are correlated with the 1,000 hPa geopotential height field and with the 2 m temperature. Note that the 2 m temperature is strongly related to the sea surface temperature over the oceans. In winter, we find again a strong connection to the large-scale circulation, illustrated by the 1,000 hPa geopotential height field (Fig. 10,   Fig. 6 Maximum Eady growth rate difference between TMM and the CTRL for winter (unit: 1/day): a 300 hPa and b 700 hPa. Colors indicate positive (orange) and negative (blue) significant changes at a level of 5% left) and the underlying surface air temperature (Fig. 10, right) . For the North Atlantic (Fig. 10a) and the northern Europe cyclone intensity index (Fig. 10c ) the circulation pattern exhibits positive correlations over the Mediterranean and negative over Iceland to Scandinavia, which is in agreement with observations. The surface air temperature correlation patterns go along with the circulation showing a warming over central and northern Europe and a cooling over Greenland and the eastern Mediterranean for the positive phase of both indices (Fig. 10b, d ).
The correlation with the southern Europe cyclone intensity index for winter shows again a different pattern with a decrease over the Mediterranean and an increase between the British Isles and Iceland for a positive phase of the index (Fig. 10e) . This correlation pattern is not so obvious in observations, where correlation coefficients are smaller. Again the surface air temperature correlation patterns (Fig. 10f) follows the circulation pattern with low temperatures over northern Europe and high temperatures over North Africa and the eastern part of the Mediterranean. The mean difference of the 1,000 hPa geopotential height field between the TMM and the CTRL in winter exhibits a similar structure (Fig. 11) as the correlation pattern of the southern Europe cyclone intensity index. Note that this mean difference is in good agreement with reconstructions (Luterbacher et al. 2002) , showing positive geopotential height anomaly between Greenland an Iceland of 25 gpm and negative one of -15 gpm over southern Europe and the Mediterranean. This partly explains the southward shift of the mean cyclone density (Fig. 3a) and extreme precipitation (Fig. 7a ) and the increase in extreme wind speed over the Mediterranean (Fig. 8a) . Note that Fig. 11 represents the long-term mean difference, which gives little information about the variance or the extreme behavior, so no straightforward implications on the cyclone intensity could be derived from this figure. In summer, the correlations between the indices and the largescale circulation and the temperature vanish as for the extremes in precipitation and wind speed (not shown). 
Summary and conclusions
An ensemble of Maunder Minimum simulations is compared with a 1990 control simulation with respect to extremes in midlatitude cyclone characteristics, precipitation, and wind speed. The relation between extreme cyclone intensity and extremes in precipitation and wind speed as well as the connection to large-scale atmospheric patterns are presented. The simulations are performed with the coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM CCSM2.
Comparing the Maunder Minimum simulations with the 1990 control simulation, we found that the cyclone density, i.e., the occurrences of cyclones, significantly decreases in the polar area whereas more cyclones are simulated south of 50°N, in particular in the Mediterranean in all seasons for the Maunder Minimum. Simultaneously, extreme precipitation is reduced in the polar area and enhanced south of~45°N in all seasons. Extreme wind speed events are intensified in winter and summer in similar areas as the extreme precipitation and the mean cyclone density.
But not only the cyclone density is changed in a colder than today climate. Extremes of cyclone intensity are significantly stronger in the Maunder Minimum compared with the 1990 control simulation in the whole North Atlantic and also in subregions of the North Atlantic in particular in winter. This increase in extreme cyclone intensity is related to a stronger meridional temperature gradient, producing an increase of lower tropospheric baroclinicity over central Atlantic to Europe and a decrease over areas, where the sea ice grows further south (between Scandinavia and Greenland). The upper tropospheric baroclinicity remains unchanged between 45 and 60°N in the North Atlantic European area and the North Pacific and is decreased south of 45°N. The diabatic component of cyclones plays a minor role in the intensification, showing a small but significant increase of latent heat flux in the central Atlantic and a decrease in the genesis regions of the cyclones. Thus, we conclude that mainly the temperature gradient and the lower tropospheric baroclinicity helps in the intensification of extreme cyclones in the Maunder Minimum simulations. The correlation analysis, using cyclone intensity indices for different regions, gives some information about the relationship between extreme cyclone intensity and precipitation, wind speed, and the atmospheric large-scale circulation. In winter, distinct correlation patterns are found. A positive cyclone intensity index in the Atlantic or the northern Europe is related to reduced precipitation and wind speed extremes over the Mediterranean and stronger precipitation and wind speed extremes over northern Europe. The large-scale circulation illustrated by the correlation with the 1,000 hPa geopotential height field shows Fig. 9 simulation. Thus, in winter we conclude that the atmospheric high-frequency behavior in the Mediterranean, illustrated by the cyclone characteristics, is associated with large-scale atmospheric circulation changes. In summer, these relationships disappear, leading to the conclusion that other processes than cyclones, e.g., convective events, are probably more important for extreme precipitation. This is in good agreement with findings of Schä r et al. (2004) . The comparison of our results with other studies exhibits a mixed picture. The southward shift of cyclones tracks is consistent with climate change studies (Yin 2005; Bengtsson et al. 2006 ), if we assume a linear response of extremes in cyclones between warm and cold climate. Another modelling study (Fischer-Bruns et al. 2005) concludes that cyclone characteristics are decoupled from temperature and not related to external forcing, i.e., the sun, volcanos and GHG, which is in contrast to our findings. However, there are implications from documentary data (e.g., Jakubowski-Tiessen 1992) and reconstructions that storms were more severe in the past than today. During the Little Ice Age a winter proxy for storminess shows more severe storms traveling over southern Scandinavia than today (Bjö rck and Clemmensen 2004) . Using reconstructed precipitation fields over land for the last 500 years, Pauling et al. (2006) found that at least the mean winter precipitation was increased in southern Europe and decreased in northern Europe during the Maunder Minimum. Casty et al. (2005a) and Raible et al. (2006) showed in reconstructions that this precipitation pattern is connected with a blocking-like circulation pattern similar to our findings. Moreover, reconstructions Luterbacher et al. 2001 Luterbacher et al. , 2002 showed that the mean of the NAO index was negative during the Maunder Minimum, which is another hint of the more frequent blocking-like circulation patterns. Thus, our modelling results, i.e., the intensification of extremes in cyclones and the increase of precipitation extremes in the Mediterranean in the Maunder Minimum, is consistent with these documentary and proxy data.
However, one limitation of our study is the fact that only one model is used. Thus, the interpretation is restricted to the confidence we have in this particular model and its sub-grid parameterizations, which are obviously important to produce extremes. One way forward would be to analyze a multi-model ensemble for past climate simulations similar to the approach of Yin (2005) . It has also implications for studies of future scenarios showing that the projections of midlatitude cyclone behavior should be placed in a longer term context. Fig. 11 1,000 hPa geopotential height difference between TMM and the CTRL for winter. Colors indicate positive (orange) and negative (blue) significant changes at a level of 5%. Note that all areas exceeding 1,000 m of altitude are excluded due to extrapolation
